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ABSTRACT
Digital twins open up new possibilities in terms of monitoring,
simulating, optimizing and predicting the state of cyber-physical
systems (CPSs). Furthermore, we argue that a fully functional, virtual replica of a CPS can also play an important role in securing
the system. In this work, we present a framework that allows users
to create and execute digital twins, closely matching their physical
counterparts. We focus on a novel approach to automatically generate the virtual environment from specification, taking advantage of
engineering data exchange formats. From a security perspective, an
identical (in terms of the system’s specification), simulated environment can be freely explored and tested by security professionals,
without risking negative impacts on live systems. Going a step
further, security modules on top of the framework support security
analysts in monitoring the current state of CPSs. We demonstrate
the viability of the framework in a proof of concept, including
the automated generation of digital twins and the monitoring of
security and safety rules.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Intrusion detection systems; • Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems;

KEYWORDS
Cyber-physical systems; industrial control systems; digital twin;
simulation; security monitoring; AutomationML
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INTRODUCTION

The terms Industry 4.0 and Smart Manufacturing refer to the vision
of a highly efficient, autonomous and flexible production process.
At the core of both aforementioned concepts are cyber-physical
systems (CPSs). A CPS is a system that combines computational
(e.g., computing hardware/software) and physical (e.g., actuators)
components, allowing the system to interact with the real world [4].
Moreover, CPSs can integrate networking capabilities, a feature that
is a cornerstone of interconnected and autonomously operating
manufacturing systems.
However, increased digitization and connectivity open up new
attack vectors that may not only put an organization’s assets at
risk, but could also endanger human life. This is especially important for industrial control systems (ICSs) — a subset of CPSs —
where safety has been the main focus. In this context, it should be
noted that security issues can lead to safety implications. In fact,
the lack of adequate measures to secure CPSs in critical infrastructures (e.g., sewage treatment plants [30]) could even have severe
consequences for public safety [21, 22].

Security testing, monitoring, and intrusion detection, as defined
in industrial standards and guidelines such as IEC 62443 [14] and
NIST SP 800-82 [31], are important measures to fortify industrial
environments. Due to the criticality of the running systems, testing
in the production environment is not recommended. The setup and
maintenance of test environments on the other hand, is expensive
and time consuming, often leading to incomplete and outdated
environments. A similar issue can be identified with focus on the
evaluation of research results in this domain. As an example, intrusion detection in CPS got much attention over the past years,
but the evaluation datasets are frequently not published and the
cyber-physical setup cannot be reproduced most of the time. This
hinders adoption and independent comparison [15, 24].
In this paper, we propose a novel framework named CPS Twinning to build and maintain fully functional digital twins of CPSs.
The term "Digital Twin" was coined by Shafto et al. [29] and describes the use of holistic simulations to virtually mirror a physical
system [26]. Adopting such a concept could enable operators to
monitor the production process, test changes in a virtual, isolated
environment, and to further strengthen the security and safety of
CPSs.
A recent study by Rubio et al. [27] suggests that a virtual replica
of the physical process may be leveraged for security purposes,
however, leading to new issues concerning the creation and management as a consequence thereof. While the manual creation of a
virtual environment for digital twins is time consuming and errorprone, we want to produce the environment completely from specification. This approach is efficient, reusable, and moreover, guarantees an identical setup. Ideally, the specification of the CPS is
already defined and maintained as part of the system engineering
process [19, 20] by means of standardized data formats, such as
AutomationML (AML) [10].
We consider two main modes of operation of the virtual environment, either (i) in a simulation mode, operating independently of
the physical environment, offering the possibility to monitor and
explore a virtual clone without risk, or (ii) in a replication mode, replaying the events from the physical environment for visualization
and analysis. On top of this virtual representation, multiple security
features can be established. For example, security and safety rules
stated as part of the specification can be automatically monitored
on the basis of digital twins. In addition, new physical devices can
be connected and tested in the virtual environment, without influencing production systems. Security testers also have the possibility
to freely explore and attack a virtual replication of the production
setup. With this approach, security can be seamlessly integrated
in the entire production lifecycle, starting from the engineering
phase.

The novel contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

PLC, the operator could observe the behavior of the new PLC inside the virtual environment. Modules to automatically record and
compare specific configurations could be a further extension. Moreover, experimenting with configurations in a virtual environment
provides the possibility to detect problems and incompatibilities
early, without costly setups.

• We propose a framework that provides a security-aware
environment for digital twins.
• We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework
by providing a prototypical implementation, supporting the
virtual replication of the network topology, programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) and their control logic, human machine interfaces (HMIs), and physical devices (e.g., motor). To
accelerate the development of this prototype, we integrated
two existing open-source tools.
• We show how such virtual environments for digital twins can
be automatically generated from specification (e.g., AML).
• We introduce security relevant use cases for digital twins
in CPSs and show how security and safety rules can be
monitored.

Detecting Misconfigurations. Another use case is to detect mismatches of the real environment and the maintained specification.
If, for instance, a physical device is added to the real environment
without adapting the specification, the mismatch could be detected
and reported. The same applies to the case where a physical device
is not consistent with its virtual representation, due to misconfiguration or manipulation by an attacker.
Penetration Testing. Penetration testing of ICSs must be carefully
designed, since network scans such as a ping sweep may cause the
system to behave in an unexpected manner, potentially harming
manufacturing equipment and human health [11]. Thus, preferably
maintenance windows are selected for penetration tests in the live
environment. However, temporarily stopping or limiting the operation of the plant is costly and often not feasible, especially for
critical infrastructures. Building test environments specifically for
conducting penetration testing may also not be a viable alternative, considering cost and time implications. With a virtual mirror
of the production environment, security analysts could identify
weaknesses and subsequently test countermeasures, before implementing them in production.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, in
Section 2, we motivate the need for a security-aware virtual environment for digital twins by presenting four use cases. In Section 3, we outline the architecture of CPS Twinning and discuss
its underlying components. Section 4 presents a proof of concept
implementation of CPS Twinning, followed by Section 5 where we
describe related work. Finally, in Section 6 we provide concluding
remarks and discuss future work.

2

USE CASES

In this section, we describe possible use cases for digital twins
to improve the security of CPSs and support security analysts in
designing defenses.

3

FRAMEWORK

This section describes CPS Twinning, a digital-twin framework to
support the presented use cases in Section 2.
As the high-level view given in Figure 1 illustrates, the architecture of the framework is composed of two main modules, viz. the
generator and the virtual environment. The generator module takes
engineer- and domain-specific knowledge as input to create the virtual environment. Once the digital twins and the network topology
have been generated, the virtual environment can operate in two
modes. First, the virtual environment provides a simulation mode,
in which the digital twins run independently from the physical
environment. Second, the replication mode records events such
as network traffic from the physical environment and replicates
them in the virtual setup. On top of both modes, the framework
includes multiple modules that can be activated on demand, such
as monitoring, security analysis and intrusion detection. As the
framework should be extensible, we propose a multi-module architectural approach. In Section 4 we demonstrate a first prototypical
implementation of CPS Twinning.
In the following, a detailed description of each component is
given.

Intrusion Detection. In a literature review conducted by Mitchell
and Chen [23], the authors concluded that behavior-specificationbased intrusion detection [33] may prove to be a promising approach to uncover intruders, while keeping the false positive rate at
a minimum. Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) that use this particular technique attempt to detect malicious activity by identifying
deviations from a defined model of benign behavior [23]. By using
a detailed specification of the production system as a template for
digital twins, they could monitor their own behavior and report
deviations from their specification. This could, e.g., include the detection of unknown devices, unspecified connections, and changes
in the control logic. In addition, specified security and safety rules
could be monitored inside the virtual environment.
Another scenario is the use of additional, independent sensors
to discover manipulations and defects [12, 18]. While the integration, monitoring, and correlation of new sensors in a production
environment is not trivial, this could be handled completely inside
the digital twin. After placing the additional sensor in the physical
environment, the readings are replicated to its digital twin and
correlated with measurements from other sensors.
System Testing & Simulation. Digital twins can be leveraged to
perform system tests and simulations. Security analysts can explore
a production clone, instead of relying on documentation and theoretical attack vectors. Furthermore, real devices can be tested by
first connecting them in the virtual environment. For instance, if the
real device is connected as a replacement of the existing digital-twin

3.1

Input Knowledge

A vital part of the presented idea is to leverage the specifications
of CPSs designed throughout the engineering phases. In this way,
the virtual environment can be generated based on existing artifacts, instead of building it from scratch. The advantage of this
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Figure 1: Architecture of CPS Twinning
approach is that the generation of the virtual environment is automatic and thereby replacing time-consuming work with an efficient and scalable solution. Furthermore, this approach yields
reproducible results, meaning that the virtual environment can be
rebuilt identically at any time, as long as the specification exists.
Any changes to the physical environment without adapting the
respective specification results in a divergence from its virtual counterpart. Consequently, the specifications of CPSs should be kept in
sync, fostering a traceable and well documented environment.
Creating and maintaining a detailed specification of a CPS that
enables the generation of a complete virtual replica entails additional effort. Ideally, the organization already uses standardized
languages (such as AML) to design, exchange, and preserve their
setups.

system. In particular, devices can be examined during operation
to check if they adhere to the specification, e.g., verifying that a
system provides only those services that were defined beforehand.
Moreover, this modeling approach enables CPS Twinning to enforce
fine-grained policies and constraints on all hierarchical levels.
Another aspect to consider is the explicit definition of the communication path from one host to another through logical connections and endpoints [3]. Besides using these details to generate the
network setup of the virtual environment, this data can also serve
as a basis for implicit security rules. More specifically, the framework could monitor the traffic flow and check if network packets
contain permitted addressing and protocol information. For example, a communication path between an HMI and a PLC could be
defined in the specification, including the used application layer
protocol (e.g., Modbus) and the underlying details of the request
protocol data unit (e.g., function code). Consequently, a whitelist for
network-level monitoring can be derived from the explicit mapping
of the network layout.
As far as the behavior of CPSs is concerned, control logic can
also be attached to device specifications. For example, a program
implemented as a sequential function chart (SFC), one of the programming languages defined in IEC 61131-3 [13], can be referenced
as a program block of a PLC instance. Since SFC is a standardized
programming language, the referenced code can often be directly
transferred to the physical PLC for execution or at least converted
to vendor-specific dialects. As a result, no additional effort from an
engineering perspective is incurred and realistic simulations can be

3.1.1 Engineer Knowledge. Engineer knowledge describes the
information that is unique to the environment at hand. It comprises the design of the complete process, including system components, network information and the internal behavior of CPSs.
Based on the process definition, the topology of the environment
and logical connections between individual components can be
derived. In essence, the topology is modeled by specifying the components (e.g., name, product type, vendor), their corresponding
traits (e.g., I/O channels) and their configuration (e.g., IP and MAC
address).
Furthermore, defining hierarchical relationships within components is also an important aspect to consider when modeling a
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guaranteed, since the control logic deployed in both environments
(physical and virtual) is identical. Including process information is
also valuable for security-related modules (e.g., IDS).
Finally, we emphasize the explicit integration of safety and security rules into the specification. In the course of the process design,
engineers can explicitly state safety rules that define normal operation. This knowledge enables the framework to determine whether
the process is in a safe state and thereby supplementing safety
instrumented systems (SIS). For example, value limits for device
variables (e.g., min. temperature and max. speed) can be stated.
Conditional statements, as well as comparisons between variables
from different digital twins offer more complex rules.
While engineers provide the knowledge concerning safety risks,
security analysts could contribute rules that indicate benign or
malicious behavior. For example, a rule could be specified that
restricts the network communication between an HMI and a PLC,
depending on the PLC’s internal state.
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Figure 2: Layers of CPS Twinning
is built by generating virtual objects and applying their respective
configuration. Finally, the parsed rules are stored in an abstract representation for later evaluation by the security and safety analysis
module.

3.1.2 Domain Knowledge. Domain knowledge refers to information that is independent from a specific physical process, meaning
that it can be defined once and then shared among several organizations. Industrial equipment producers for example, are in the
position to define each of their devices and then provide these artifacts in the form of device templates. These templates could include
domain-specific knowledge from experts in the field of mechanical,
electrical, and control engineering. Engineers could then either
reference these ready-made templates or use them as a starting
point to avoid redundant work. Moreover, producers and security
professionals can also provide safety and security rules and update
them continuously. For example, the specification of a tank could
include the maximum allowable fill level, whereas the specification
of a PLC could predefine rules for protecting the integrity of the
firmware.
Previous research on intrusion detection for CPSs focuses also on
attack detection based on the physical properties of a system [34].
In this work, we propose the explicit definition of physics rules
and thereby implicitly defining input that is relevant for the security and safety analysis. Consider an attack targeting a chemical
process with the goal to overflow a tank. The attacker attempts to
manipulate the liquid level sensor measurements in order to trick
the control system into filling the tank beyond its limit. By keeping
track of the previous fill and drain control activities, the framework
could calculate an expected liquid level inside the tank by applying principles of fluid dynamics and compare it to the sensor data.
Inconsistencies would then point to malicious behavior or defects.

3.2

Virtual Component

3.2.2 Virtual Environment. This component forms the core of
CPS Twinning and provides the virtualized network infrastructure
as well as a runtime for virtual devices. As a realistic simulation of
the physical process is paramount for the use cases presented in
Section 2, the virtualized CPSs should match their physical counterparts as closely as possible. In particular, this includes the execution
of control logic, network protocols, device types and the physical
equipment. Figure 2 depicts an overview of the framework design.
The bottom layer provides a foundation for the CPSs network infrastructure. On top of it are industrial protocols that can be used
by digital twins. The digital twins reside one layer above the industrial protocols and can either be emulated by executing the control
logic or simulated in case the twin should replicate only a physical
component.
While the "cyber" part of a CPS can be reconstructed identically
in the virtual environment, physical components, such as sensors
or actuators, as well as their interactions with the real world, must
be simulated. As suggested by Antonioli and Tippenhauer [2], this
can be realized by implementing a file-based storage for sensor and
actuator values, or even by integrating hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
solutions. In Figure 2, this is represented as the physical component
layer, coexisting with the virtual component layer.
3.2.3 Simulation & Replication. After the automatic generation
of the virtual environment according to the specification and the
configuration of digital twins, the two modes of operation become
available, i.e., replication and simulation.
In simulation mode, the digital twins run independently of their
physical counterparts. Similar to virtual commissioning, this mode
allows users to analyze process changes, test devices or even optimize manufacturing operations. Furthermore, security professionals can use this mode to perform security tests within the virtual
environment, thereby avoiding potential implications of testing on
a live system.
The replication mode on the other hand, mirrors data from the
physical environment. Possible data sources to mirror in the virtual
environment are log files, network communication and sensor measurements from the physical environment. Furthermore, sensors

CPS Twinning Framework

The CPS Twinning framework represents the main contribution
of this paper. It includes a generator, the virtual environment and
modules that interact with digital twins. Each component will be
explained further in the following subsections.
3.2.1 Generator. The generator is responsible for transforming
the specification into a virtual environment. As a first step, the
specification is parsed to extract the topological structure of the
network, the devices with their corresponding configuration and
the security and safety rules. After that, the virtual environment
4

could also be directly connected to the CPS Twinning framework.
By means of data diodes or unidirectional gateways, the direction
of the data flow could be restricted to avoid negative effects on
the physical environment. It should also be noted that a direct
connection between the physical and virtual environment is not
a mandatory requirement. For example, data could be collected
offline for a certain period of time and then used in replication
mode. Yet, to ensure that the virtual replica continuously reflects
the physical environment, the use of an automated data replication
method is preferred.

With focus on security, the digital twins and their specification
can serve as a foundation for a behavior-specification-based IDS.
The IDS could take the twins’ state as a primary input for analysis
(host-based), but also audit the network traffic (network-based).
Contrary to a behavior-based IDS, this approach does not require a
training phase and may yield a low false positive rate [23], provided
that the specification is correct and the virtual environment is
consistent with the physical. The specified process knowledge could
also help to detect semantic attacks on control systems, such as
discussed in [6, 25].

3.2.4 Monitoring. Monitoring the process under control is an
important aspect of the framework. Hence, the monitoring module
provides an interface to assess the process state. In particular, sensor
values and actuator states can be collected and prepared for analysis
and visualization. In this way, the monitoring functionality of CPS
Twinning can assist users in gaining a deeper understanding of the
environment at hand, ensure its proper operation, and facilitate
troubleshooting when issues occur.
Although this module is particularly useful in replication mode,
when the primary objective is to monitor the physical process,
insights into the simulated environment can also be of importance.
More concretely, monitoring the physical process in replication
mode and then switching to simulation mode allows to investigate
a certain state. This approach may provide insight regarding the
root cause that led to an unexpected behavior.

3.2.7 Behavior Learning & Analysis. Learning the behavior of
the virtual environment serves as valuable input for process optimization and anomaly detection. It may be possible to track down
process bottlenecks or other factors that negatively affect the process or the quality of manufactured products. Furthermore, typical Industry 4.0 use cases, such as predicting the manufacturing
throughput or the health of systems [17], may be also implemented
on top of this module. With CPS Twinning, analysts can focus on
learning algorithms and data interpretation, while the setup and
monitoring is handled by the framework.

3.3

Management Client

Since users need the possibility to manage and control the virtual
environment, a unified interface that provides access to all modules
of the framework is required. However, protecting the framework
from unauthorized users is essential. If adversaries gain access
to CPS Twinning, they could obtain a detailed description of the
physical environment and identify weak points of systems. This
information can then be used to discover attack paths to desired targets. Likewise, the security and safety rules may inform an attacker
about controls that are covered by the framework.
In addition, the management client may also provide visualization features to represent digital twins graphically.

3.2.5 Device Testing. Due to the realistic virtualization of the
physical environment, CPS Twinning facilitates virtual commissioning. This opens the possibility to test physical devices by integrating
them into the virtual environment. The process states, as well as the
behavior of the system under test can be monitored to verify that
the system is working as expected. While the setup of an identical
physical test environment is expensive and time-consuming, this
approach may be considered as an attractive alternative to test the
replacement of devices and to perform integration tests.

4

3.2.6 Security & Safety Analysis. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
security and safety rules can be stated either implicitly or explicitly
in the specification. After these rules have been extracted from the
specification, this module performs an analysis during operation to
detect abnormal conditions of the process in the virtual environment. Note that in replication mode, the physical environment is
mirrored to its virtual counterpart; thus, it can be assumed that abnormalities emerge identically. Besides detecting abnormal process
states during operation, this approach also provides the possibility
to run simulations in the virtual environment in order to test the
setup against violations of the specified rules.
In contrast to a SIS, the framework is able to identify abnormal
conditions by correlating the state of digital twins. It has access to
all states and events inside the virtual environment, and thereby,
can also monitor state changes over time. With this information,
relationships between variables can be analyzed in order to spot
violations of defined safety rules. Moreover, sensors that are independent of the process under control may be used as an additional
data source to report their view on the system’s state. The advantage of this approach is that the framework provides a holistic view
of the physical process.

PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section we demonstrate how a physical environment can be
modeled, and we present a first implementation of the introduced
framework. While we can only show excerpts in this section, the
complete prototype and scenario files can be found on GitHub1 .
A minimal setup serves as our physical environment, including
a Siemens S7-1200 PLC, an HMI, a network switch to connect both
components, and a conveyor belt that is driven by a motor. While
the motor is operated by the PLC, the HMI is used to monitor and
control the PLC via the Modbus TCP/IP protocol. The HMI (i.e.,
Modbus master) allows users to write holding registers on the PLC
(i.e., Modbus slave) in order to start/stop the conveyor and to set
the velocity respectively.
The engineer- and domain-knowledge (cf. Section 3.1) is the main
input to create a virtual environment. To formulate the specification,
we chose the data format AML [10]. AML aims to support the
complete engineering chain of production systems by offering a
standardized data exchange format for most of the artifacts (e.g.,
technical, topological, and control related information) within the
engineering process. This XML-based data format considers both,
1 https://github.com/sbaresearch/cps-twinning
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a syntactical and a semantic level to describe the data objects, and
furthermore, is flexible with respect to extensions and changes,
which makes it a fitting candidate to model the required knowledge
for our framework.
The core of the CPS Twinning framework has been developed in
Python and is based on existing components, such as Mininet [16].
Mininet allows users to virtualize network environments and it is
extensible, so we were able to build the CPS Twinning layers on
top. Apart from Mininet, the framework also integrates the iec2c
transcompiler that is included in the MatIEC project2 . This compiler
translates code written in a programming language of the IEC 611313 standard to C code. Further, we implemented a custom runtime to
execute the code generated by iec2c in the context of a digital twin,
enabling CPS Twinning to emulate the internal behavior of PLCs.
As a minimum requirement, the prototype depends upon the existence of an artifact that describes the characteristics of the digital
twins. The prototype currently supports the generation of PLCs,
HMIs, components without a network interface (e.g., motor) that
only monitor the state of other digital twins, and default Mininet
network nodes (e.g., switches). Moreover, the specification parser
has been designed to extract data from an AML artifact describing
the setup that will be presented in the following section. Thus, we
expect users to either adapt the provided AML parser to their needs
or write their own parser implementation for their preferred data
format.

4.1

16

Listing 1: Excerpt of the HMI specification
As shown in Listing 2, Wire1 is used to connect HMI1 to Switch1.
In AML, a link can be modeled by using the InternalLink element [3]. Listing 2 depicts how the endpoints of both devices can
be referenced via the RefPartnerSideA and RefPartnerSideB attributes. Note that the attribute value of RefPartnerSideB points
to the physical endpoint of HMI1 (cf. Listing 1).
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3
4

5

11
12

In contrast to the physical network, the logical network models
the exchange of data among hosts from an abstract perspective [3].
As Listing 3 shows, a logical connection exists between the HMI and
the PLC, since both hosts exchange data via the network. In addition,
the element named LogicalConnectionA includes protocol data
units (PDU) that specify which PLC and HMI tags are exchanged.
For instance, the PDU named VelocityModbusTCPDataPacket establishes a link between the Velocity tag of PLC1 and HMI1.

Scenario Specification

1
2

14

<InternalElement Name="LogicalNetwork" ID="c51...">
<InternalElement Name="LogicalConnectionA"
,→

3
4
5

RefBaseSystemUnitPath="/LogicalConnection" ID="82b...">
<ExternalInterface Name="EP1" ID="ac0..." />
<ExternalInterface Name="EP2" ID="cb2..." />
<InternalElement Name="VelocityModbusTCPDataPacket"
,→

6

<InternalElement Name="HMI1" RefBase="/Siemens HMI">
<InternalElement Name="Portlist" ID="28d...">
<ExternalInterface Name="Endpoint" ID="fb1...">
<Attribute Name="ip">
<Description>IP address</Description>
<Value>192.168.0.2</Value>
</Attribute>
...

7

8
9

ID="fe0...">
<InternalLink Name="PLC1 Velocity - HMI1 Velocity"
,→
RefPartnerSideA="{133...}:Velocity"
,→
RefPartnerSideB="{068...}:Velocity" />
<RoleRequirements

,→
RefBaseRoleClassPath="/ModbusTCPDataPacket" />
</InternalElement>
...

Listing 3: Excerpt of the logical network specification
Similar to HMI1, PLC1 is specified as a physical device that includes a logical device. The PLC code has been implemented as a
SFC and, as shown in Listing 4, is referenced directly within the
AML artifact. A snippet of the control logic is also depicted in Figure 3, represented as a ladder diagram (LD). As can be seen in the
LD, the start/stop tags control the output Q0.0, which in turn drives
the motor control block that triggers the pulse train output (PTO).

<InternalElement Name="HMI" ID="068..." RefBase="/HMI">
<ExternalInterface Name="Endpoint" ID="068..." />
<ExternalInterface Name="Velocity" ID="da4..."
,→
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ID="652...">
<ExternalInterface Name="EP1" ID="e5b..." />
<ExternalInterface Name="EP2" ID="857..." />
<InternalLink Name="Switch1 - HMI1"
,→
RefPartnerSideA="{a29...}:Endpoint1"
,→
RefPartnerSideB="{28d...}:Endpoint" />
...

Listing 2: Excerpt of a wire specification

9
10

<InternalElement Name="Wire1" RefBase="/PhysicalConnection"
,→

2

In the following, we explain the relevant parts of the scenario
specification.
Figure 3 illustrates the exemplary physical process. For a better
understanding, we describe the main elements of the specification
and show excerpts of the artifact alongside.
When modeling the communication of hosts in AML, there are
at least two views that can be defined, viz. the physical and logical
network [3]. As an example for the physical network, Wire1 connects the physical endpoint of HMI1 with the physical endpoint of
Switch1. The definition of the physical endpoint of HMI1, including
a part of the network configuration of the HMI (i.e., IP address), can
be seen in Listing 1. Moreover, the excerpt shows a logical device
named HMI that contains a logical endpoint and the HMI variable
Velocity.
1

</Attribute>
...
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RefBaseClassPath="/HMIVariableInterface">
<Attribute Name="type">
<Value>int</Value>

2 https://bitbucket.org/mjsousa/matiec
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Figure 3: Illustration of the artifact that specifies the exemplary physical process

7
1
2

<InternalElement Name="Program" ID="133..." RefBase="/Main">
<ExternalInterface Name="OB1" RefBase="/PLCopenXMLInterface"
,→

3
4
5
6

8

ID="2e2...">
<Attribute Name="refURI" AttributeDataType="xs:anyURI">
<Value>file:///Source/ConveyorSystem_SFC.xml</Value>
</Attribute>
...

Listing 5: Specification of the safety rule, defining a maximum speed of the motor
Security Rule. Stuxnet demonstrated how susceptible ICSs are to
data manipulation. Manipulated sensors or controllers reporting
incorrect values can disrupt the entire process and may lead to
unsafe states. Approaches to mitigate this risk include the use of
independent sensors, PLC integrity checks, and consistency checks
throughout the control network. In this example, we want to show
how a consistency check can be modeled in AML, so that the rule
can be evaluated during operation by CPS Twinning.
Recall that the HMI displays the motor status (started/stopped),
according to the operator’s action. An attacker who gains access
to the network could launch a man-in-the-middle attack (MITM)
in order to manipulate system states. For example, a successful
spoofing attack could cause the HMI to display an incorrect status
or trick the PLC into starting the motor, without the HMI actually
sending the command.
To detect inconsistent states of the HMI and the PLC, we introduce a VariableLinkConstraint that expects equality between
the variables of the two devices (cf. Listing 6). In addition, we could
also connect an independent physical sensor (outside the process
loop) to the CPS Twinning framework, and take its measurements
for comparison.

Listing 4: Referencing PLC code (SFC) in AML
At this point, we have introduced the engineer knowledge about
the devices with their configuration, the network setup (physical
and logical), as well as the control logic. When comparing it to
Figure 1, it is evident that the specification of security and safety
rules is still lacking. For this prototypical implementation of CPS
Twinning, we want to demonstrate how a safety and a security rule
can be defined.
Safety Rule. In this example, we want to ensure that the conveyor
speed does not exceed a certain threshold. This safety rule could
either be stated by the vendor of the motor or by a person designing
the process. In order to define this rule in the specification, we used
the interface class VariableInterface to reference the Velocity
variable of the PLC program and then added a RequiredMaxValue
constraint (cf. Listing 5). Since variables of the PLC code can be
stated in the specification, the person defining the rule is not required to access the code or understand the underlying logic of the
PLC program.
1
1
2
3
4
5
6

</OrdinalScaledType>
...

<ExternalInterface Name="Velocity" RefBase="/VariableInterface">
<Attribute Name="refURI">
<Value>file:///Source/ConveyorSystem_SFC.xml#Velocity</Value>
<Constraint Name="Safety Rule Motor">
<OrdinalScaledType>
<RequiredMaxValue>60</RequiredMaxValue>

2
3
4
5

7

<InternalElement Name="VelocityConstraint" ID="e0b...">
<Attribute Name="operator" AttributeDataType="xs:string">
<Value>equals</Value>
</Attribute>
<InternalLink Name="VelocityConstraint PLC1 - HMI1"
,→
RefPartnerSideA="{133...}:Velocity"
,→
RefPartnerSideB="{068...}:Velocity" />

<RoleRequirements

6

8

RefBaseRoleClassPath="/VariableLinkConstraintRoleClass" />
</InternalElement>

9

,→

7

10
11
12
13
14

Listing 6: Specification of the security rule, defining that the
values of both variables must be equal

15
16
17
18

4.2

19

Virtual Environment Generation

20
21

This section describes step-by-step how the prototype generates
the virtual environment based on knowledge sources.
The creation process is initiated by executing the custom command twinning via Mininet’s command-line interface (CLI). This
particular command expects the path to the AML artifact as an argument for the parser. After invoking the AML parser, the topology
is generated and the extracted rules are provided to the security
and safety analysis module.
As already mentioned in Section 4, we used the API of Mininet to
implement the basic network layer of the framework. Each implemented digital twin class that requires network capabilities inherits
from Mininet’s Host class, allowing a seamless integration into
Mininet. As a result, the predefined Mininet commands (e.g., nodes
to list all hosts) can also be used for the generated digital twins.
Owing to Mininet’s virtualization approach, each digital twin of the
network topology is a process that is running in its own network
namespace [16].
When instantiating a PLC node, the framework spawns another
process in the twin’s namespace to run the program that emulates
the internal behavior of the PLC. This particular Python program
starts the build process of the PLC code and subsequently manages
its execution. Depending on the specification, it is also able to
emulate a Modbus slave. Furthermore, the PLC emulator starts a
listener to exchange data between the Mininet CLI and the process
that emulates the PLC. In this way, users are able to view metadata
about the PLC program (e.g., variable types) and get/set a tag’s
value. Listing 7 provides an overview of the supported commands.
Compared to Mininet hosts, the HMI digital twins also support
the show_tags, get_tag and set_tag commands. If one of the
commands to get/set a tag are executed, the framework spawns a
Modbus master to communicate with the PLC.
In the case of virtually cloning physical devices that require no
network capability (e.g., motors), instances of the corresponding
class (e.g., Motor) are created, but not added to the virtualized
network. To simulate the internal behavior of these devices, the
instances monitor specific tags of connected digital twins, such as
a PLC.
Finally, the security and safety analysis module is initialized with
the parsed rules. This component monitors specific variables of
digital twins and issues alerts in case of a detected rule violation.
In this first version of CPS Twinning, alerts are logged to a file.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

22
23

mininet> show_tags PLC1
Name
|Class
|Type
--------------------------------------ENABLE
|var
|bool
PTO
|var
|bool
Q10
|out
|bool
Q00
|out
|bool
START
|mem
|bool
STOP
|mem
|bool
VELOCITY
|mem
|int
...
mininet> get_tag PLC1 START
False
mininet> set_tag PLC1 START True
mininet> get_tag PLC1 START
True

Listing 7: Output of commands that can be used for a PLC
digital twin

4.3

Simulation & Results

At this point, we want to test the virtual environment generated
from specification in the previous section. First, we execute simple
actions in the physical as well as in the virtual environment. Thereafter, we compare the outcome of both runs to see how similar the
results are. Second, we execute a MITM attack inside the virtual
environment, to test the detection of violated security and safety
rules, based on the examples given in Section 4.1, Safety Rule and
Security Rule.
4.3.1 Environment Comparison. For the comparison, we trigger
all user commands via the HMI in the physical environment and
through variable changes (e.g., set_tag HMI1 Start True) on the
digital twin respectively. The simple process steps are as follows:
(1) Initially, the motor is off, waiting for the HMI1 to send a start
command. Hence, this is also the first action in the simulated run.
(2) Next, we adapt the velocity of the conveyor belt to a value of
19 and 21 afterwards. (3) Finally, we stop the conveyor belt after a
short period.
In order to observe the behavior and events, we captured the
network traffic in the virtual and physical environment. The network capture from the physical environment contains 46 packets,
whereas the capture from the virtual environment contains 50. We
excluded unrelated traffic, such as DHCP and DNS, from the traffic
dump of the physical environment. The IP addresses are identical
in both environments, as defined in our AML artifact. Furthermore,
the process steps match in both environments, including our manually triggered actions, as well as the responses sent by the Modbus
slave. Going into more detail, we compare the TCP stream of the
velocity change inside the physical network (cf. Listing 8) to the
virtual environment (cf. Listing 9).
Line 5 of Listing 8 and Listing 9 reflects the actual Modbus request
to write multiple registers, setting register number 2 to the value 19.
The Modbus payload is identical in both environments, but there is
a difference in the timestamps, due to the fact that we triggered the
commands manually. We can also see that the response times inside
the virtual environment are lower than in our physical setup. The
network stack of our virtual environment and the physical devices
is not identical, hence, there are slight differences in the TCP traffic.

mininet> twinning /home/user/ConveyorSystem.aml
mininet> nodes
available nodes are:
HMI1 PLC1 Switch1 c0
mininet> links
Switch1-eth1<->HMI1-eth0 (OK OK)
Switch1-eth2<->PLC1-eth0 (OK OK)
8

Our digital twin for the HMI responds with an ACK packet (Listing 9,
line 6) to a Modbus query before sending the Modbus response. The
HMI of the physical environment only sends the Modbus response
(Listing 8, line 6). Similar, the Siemens PLC sends a RST packet after
FIN to close the connection (Listing 8, line 10).
This short example demonstrated, that the automatically generated digital twins behave according to the specification. The digital
twins, including their network configuration match the physical
environment, viz. the physical environment matches the specification. With focus on the control logic, we did not detect deviations
in the control flow as the PLC’s digital twin runs the same code as
its physical counterpart. However, there are minor differences in
the network traffic, due to varying implementations of the network
stack.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

|Time
|12.767734
|12.768956
|12.768987
|12.769628
|12.787200
|12.787291
|12.787620
|12.791942
|12.802970

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|Time
|0.000000
|0.000387
...
|29.44686
|29.44689
...
|29.45431
|29.45432
...
|29.47340
|29.47341
...

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

192.168.0.2 <> 192.168.0.1
--> | TCP: 49796 - 502 [SYN] Seq=0 MSS=1460
<-- | TCP: 502 - 49796 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 MSS=1460
--> | TCP: 49796 - 502 [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1
--> | Modbus/TCP: Query: Func: 16 (Register 2: 19)
<-- | Modbus/TCP: Response: Func: 16
--> | TCP: 49796 - 502 [ACK] Seq=16 Ack=13
--> | TCP: 49796 - 502 [FIN, ACK] Seq=16 Ack=13
<-- | TCP: 502 - 49796 [ACK] Seq=13 Ack=17
<-- | TCP: 502 - 49796 [RST, ACK] Seq=13 Ack=17

Listing 8: Excerpt of the Modbus TCP/IP network traffic in
the physical environment

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

|Time
|6.048040
|6.050265
|6.050279
|6.053310
|6.053515
|6.058982
|6.058995
|6.061786
|6.068576
|6.068586

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

| H -> A | Modbus/TCP: Query: Func: 16 (Register 2: 20)
| A -> P | TCP Retr.: Query: Func: 16 (Register 2: 100)
| P -> A | Modbus/TCP: Response: Func: 16
| A -> H | TCP Retr.: Response: Func: 16

Recall that according to the specification, the velocity must not
exceed the threshold value of 60 (cf. Listing 5) and the HMI velocity
tag value must be equal to the corresponding tag of the PLC (cf. Listing 6). As a result, if the attacker succeeds in tampering the velocity
value, the security and safety analysis module of CPS Twinning
should raise two alarms, since both constraints are violated.
INFO:root:'Velocity' value
INFO:root:'VELOCITY' value
WARNING:root:ALERT! 'PLC1'
,→
60.
WARNING:root:ALERT! 'HMI1'
,→
tag [Velocity=100].

1

2

| H -> A | TCP: 34976 - 502 [SYN]
| A -> P | TCP Out-Of-Order 34976 - 502 [SYN]

Listing 10: Excerpt of the intercepted network traffic between the PLC (P) and the HMI (H) from the attacker’s (A)
point of view

2

1

| Flow | Info
| A -> P | ARP: 192.168.0.2 is at A
| A -> H | ARP: 192.168.0.1 is at A

3
4

192.168.0.2 <> 192.168.0.1
--> | TCP: 52606 - 502 [SYN] Seq=0 MSS=1460
<-- | TCP: 502 - 52606 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 MSS=1460
--> | TCP: 52606 - 502 [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1
--> | Modbus/TCP: Query: Func: 16 (Register 2: 19)
<-- | TCP: 502 - 52606 [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=16
<-- | Modbus/TCP: Response: Func: 16
--> | TCP: 52606 - 502 [ACK] Seq=16 Ack=13
--> | TCP: 52606 - 502 [FIN, ACK] Seq=16 Ack=13
<-- | TCP: 502 - 52606 [FIN, ACK] Seq=13 Ack=17
--> | TCP: 52606 - 502 [ACK] Seq=17 Ack=14

changed 0 -> 20 in device 'HMI1'.
changed 0 -> 100 in device 'PLC1'.
tag [Velocity=100] exceeds max value of
tag [Velocity=20] does not equal 'PLC1'

Listing 11: Logging output of CPS Twinning
As can be seen in Listing 11, the framework tracks state changes
and yields a warning if a violation of a specified rule occurs. The
logged statements could signal plant operators or security professionals that a system is in an abnormal condition and requires
investigation.
As already stated, the MITM attack has been carried out in the
virtual environment, meaning that we tested the detection of rule
violations when running CPS Twinning in simulation mode. However, the result in replication mode would be identical, provided
that all states of the physical production system are replicated.
Furthermore, the absence of the attacker’s MAC address in the
specification would result in a mismatch between the physical and
virtual environment; hence, exposing the attack.
It should also be mentioned that the presented attack scenario
can be mitigated by specifying network rules (e.g., an IP to MAC
address mapping already exists in the specification). However, we
chose the aforementioned rules intentionally to demonstrate how
the state of digital twins can be audited.

Listing 9: Excerpt of the Modbus TCP/IP network traffic in
the virtual environment
4.3.2 Detecting Rule Violations. We now evaluate the effectiveness of the security and safety analysis module with regards to
detecting violations of the specified rules. To validate our approach,
we launched an ARP spoofing attack in the simulated virtual environment to position the attacker between the HMI and the PLC
(MITM). When the Modbus master (HMI) sends a command to the
Modbus slave (PLC), the attacker intercepts the traffic and manipulates the request. In our attack scenario, the operator attempts to
set the velocity of the conveyor to the value of 20 by using the HMI.
The Modbus master then sends a request (FC: 16) to write the new
velocity value to the respective register of the slave. However, the
attacker intercepts the traffic between the two parties and modifies
the packet’s payload in order to set the velocity to 100. Listing 10
depicts an excerpt of the intercepted network traffic.

5

RELATED WORK

Previous research can be divided into (i) the simulation of CPSs,
(ii) process-aware intrusion detection systems, and (iii) the modeling of digital twins.
Several studies have attempted to simulate ICSs in order to assess their level of security [2, 7, 9, 36]. Similar to our approach,
9

MiniCPS [2] is also based on Mininet to emulate the network layer
for simulated CPSs. However, there are several fundamental distinctions between MiniCPS and CPS Twinning. First of all, MiniCPS
aims to provide researchers a virtual environment to test CPSs
network setups, explore different attack scenarios, and evaluate
countermeasures. While CPS Twinning also supports all of the
aforementioned use cases, the focus of our work lies on generating
digital twins in order to virtually replicate the physical process as
close as possible. Furthermore, we propose a framework with security modules beyond network analysis, and present a first prototype,
including security and safety rules in simulation mode. Second, CPS
Twinning has been designed to generate the virtual environment
from specification. As a result, the framework allows a seamless
integration into the system engineering process and can further be
maintained with ease by updating the specification. Third, in [2],
the authors demonstrate how a MITM attack can be prevented by
implementing an ARP spoofing detection algorithm in a custom
software-defined networking (SDN) controller. In contrast, we show
in Section 4.3.2 how such an attack can be detected by monitoring the states of digital twins. Finally, it is also worth highlighting
that there are substantial differences in the implementation of both
frameworks. While in MiniCPS the emulation of a PLC requires
users to port the PLC code to Python, our presented prototype
supports direct PLC code execution. As far as the implementation
of industrial protocols is concerned, MiniCPS supports Modbus
TCP/IP and EtherNet/IP, whereas CPS Twinning is currently limited to Modbus TCP/IP.
Dong et al. [9] investigate how SDN can be leveraged to increase
the resilience of smart grids and which security risks are involved
with this approach. In their work, they describe several use cases
where SDN can be applied as a countermeasure against attacks, such
as a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) or packet delay attack.
Further, the authors developed a smart gird test bed to validate their
proposed approach. This particular test bed is based on Mininet and
PowerWorld3 , a power system simulator. Contrary to [9], the paper
at hand does neither focus specifically on the resilience of CPSs, nor
does the prototype presented in Section 4 support the generation
of digital twins that would provide a complete virtual replica of a
smart grid. However, as the work by Dong et al. [9] demonstrates,
Mininet is also suitable to be used as part of a SDN-based smart grid
simulator; thus, enhancing the prototype to expand the concept of
digital twins also to smart grids may constitute a valuable extension.
Works such as [25] and [8] propose a process-aware intrusion
detection technique by utilizing the knowledge of engineers who
developed the system. In [25], the authors present a network-based
IDS framework for SCADA systems that is able to take process
variable values into account (e.g., temperature). In their work, they
propose a language that allows engineers to express normal values
of process variables. While defining these constraints with their
proposed language seems trivial, this requirement can be considered as an activity that does not naturally fit into the engineering
workflow and may entail additional effort. In contrast, we propose
the implicit or explicit definition of these constraints in engineering
data formats, such as AML. While efforts have been made to automate the task of creating the rules that specify a system’s correct

behavior [5], manual work obviously remains if the documentation
is missing or other sources provide incomplete information. As a
result, we argue that security knowledge about a CPS should be
defined already in early phases of the system engineering process
and then maintained consistently throughout the system’s lifecycle.
Other studies related to our work concentrate on modeling [1, 28]
and implementing digital twins [32, 35]. It is worth mentioning that
Schroeder et al. [28] also use AML to model digital twins. However,
their work focuses on the data exchange between the digital twin
and other systems.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented CPS Twinning, a framework to generate and execute digital twins, and furthermore, we have demonstrated the process in an industrial scenario. It covers a novel approach to automatically generate virtual environments completely
from specification. As a result, this approach is reusable, consistent
and guarantees a complete reflection of the specification.
With this approach, organizations that already use specification
languages in their engineering process can build a digital environment without any or little additional effort. Tooling support and
device templates could help in reaching a consistent specification
in general. It further opens the possibility to recreate and experiment with an identical CPS environment, just by exchanging its
specification.
From a security perspective, an identical (in terms of the system’s
specification), simulated environment can be freely explored and
tested by security experts, without endangering the production
environment. However, the security possibilities go beyond that. On
top of the virtualization engine, security modules support experts
in protecting the environment. In a proof of concept, we have
demonstrated how the framework detects a MITM attack, targeting
the manipulation of a motor’s speed.
Current limitations of the prototype include a limited support of
data types in PLC code (data types other than Boolean and integer
are not available) and Modbus function codes. There are also some
steps, which have been triggered manually, but could be integrated
in a complete automation pipeline. For example, the translation of
vendor-specific function blocks.
While the paper at hand has introduced the idea of the framework and a prototype has demonstrated the complete process, from
specification to detection, other features and modules have not
been implemented yet.
As far as the prototype of the CPS Twinning framework is concerned, the implementation thereof raised several issues that are
worth pointing out. First, the underlying idea of this work relies
on the assumption that a specification of CPSs exists in a level of
detail that allows the generation of the virtual environment. Ideally,
artifacts are maintained throughout the lifecycle of CPSs and are
already suitable to be used as an input for CPS Twinning, which in
practice may not be the case. If artifacts are missing or incomplete,
users are required to manually create the specification before using the framework. Since this process is error-prone and involves
manual work, integrating a specification mining approach into CPS
Twinning would provide valuable support. Second, achieving an

3 https://www.powerworld.com/
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implementation of digital twins that provides an identical replication of their physical counterparts is challenging. For example,
differences in the network stack implementation may manifest in
the network traffic itself (cf. Section 4.3.1) and the timing of actions,
causing digital twins to be out of sync with their physical counterparts. Third, implementing a framework that is capable of closely
mirroring CPSs is a work-intensive task, even if some components
that facilitate the development (e.g., Mininet) are already publicly
available.
As future work, we want to focus on the replication mode of
the framework, i.e., mirroring the state of physical systems to their
corresponding digital twins. To validate our approach, we plan to
launch a MITM attack in the real environment for the purpose of
detecting deviations in the behavior of digital twins to spot attacks
as early as possible.
Moreover, we aim to address the issue of non-existent or incomplete artifacts by mining specifications. Passive sniffing, device
fingerprinting or extracting data from system logs and documentation may be possible approaches that would help users to get
started with CPS Twinning if no such specification exists initially.
Further topics include, e.g., a modeling language for security and
safety rules, exploring device templates with security rules, behavior learning and analysis in combination with anomaly detection, a
client to visualize results and to manage the framework, as well as
supporting additional industrial protocols.
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